Budva Real Estate

Budva Info

Budva, a medieval city, one of the oldest city settlements at the Adriatic Sea, is the metropolis of the tourism of Monte
Negro today. The Budva city heart began at the remnants of an ancient Greek settlement and it is encircled by high city
walls which offered the protection to seamen and merchants during passed centuries.

The city makes a harmonious entity of old and new; winding and stone paved streets and squares are occupied by
numerous restaurants, cafes, shops, galleries...
The old city core is followed by hotels, numerous exceptional beaches, ( Slovenska Beach, Mogren, Jaz) and Buljarica
something further, as well as numerous other smaller beaches, for the people who love lonely places. The value of the
Budva riviera does not reflect only in its capacities, but also in the outstandingly attractive surrounding, relating mainly
the city-hotel St. Stefan of deluxe category, a stone island that, during some passed times was a settlement of fishermen.
For the reason of its exceptional attraction, it is a place where public persons from the world of art, music, film, business
and politics like to stay today. St.Stefan is surrounded by stone walls within which you can see small narrow streets and
small squares, houses-apartments (of high category); two small beaches of exceptional beauty link the island with the
land. Very near is also the ex-king residence - Milocer that is a magnificent deluxe category hotel today. The
exceptionally attractive St. Nikola island, located immediately to Budva, makes a real oasis foe everybody who likes
peace and silence.
Near Budva, there is Becici with one of the most beautiful beaches in Europe, wonderful Przno and, further to Bar, the
Drobni Pijesak cove, Perazica Do and the idyllic Petrovac.
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